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Purpose: The purpose of this lab is to graphs for the fan car’s accelerations in 

different situations, such as a cart with the weight, without the weight, 
high sloped, and low sloped with different speed. 

 
Background: The Newton’s Theory says that when constant force is applied for an 

object, the object will move on constant speed. We are using the fan 
power to apply the constant force to a car, and we will measure the data 
with sonar system to find out that heavier weighted object or light 
weighted object will move faster. 

 
Materials: Laptop computer with camera attached 
 Logger pro software 
 Fan Cart 
 Stapler for weight use 
 Sonar system 
 Inclined Plane 
 Floor 
 Sound Reflector 
 
Procedure: 1. Use a flat floor, and place the car with sound reflector on the car 
 2. Turn the fan on to low and use the sonar system to get the data. 
 3. Repeat these processes for data collection for the high speed, low speed 

with and without the weight. 
 4. Use a inclined plane to get a good slope. 
 5. Use the sonar system to measure and collect the data when you let go of 

the car from the inclined slope. 
 6. Repeat this process with higher inclined data. 
 
Data:  
 



          
Fast Speed with Weight 

 

              
Slow Speed with Weight 

 



            
Low Inclined Slope 

 

      
Fast Without the Weight 

 



                
Slow Without the Weight 

 

        
High Inclined Slope 

 
Weight: 198 grams 
Car weight: 255 grams 
 
 
 



Observation: When we were using high speed without weight, the cart accelerate faster 
than when it had a weight on. However, our data did not show for long 
term of seconds, so we could not find out that if the object with heavy 
weight will accelerate faster for the long term run. Higher inclined slope 
goes faster than the low sloped. 

 
Analysis: Our data that we had were pretty accurate, except that there were some 

errors in the car. You could see that with high inclined sloped, the 
acceleration was increasing in gradually, and eventually when it reached 
the bottom of the ground, the acceleration decreased. 

 
Conclusion: We had few errors while we were experimenting this lab. First, the car did 

not have good batteries so that the low speed was just as powerful as high 
speed. Also the ground was not totally flat and had few bumps that could 
have affected the experiment data. Our car also did not decent wheel, so 
the car did not move in the straight line. To fix all these errors for next 
time, make sure that your car is in good condition and the batteries are 
fully charged. Also make sure that you use the flat surface to experiment 
the lab. 


